This article uses the records of monastic account books to assess the level of prices in Russia in the second half of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. The data from these books allow us to construct salt and rye price series, and identify prices of other goods for single years. The resulting numbers demonstrate that the prices remained largely unchanged. The exceptions were the mid-1640s and the early 1660s, when the price fluctuations were driven by the failed financial reforms. The available data shows the prices did not change synchronically in Russia and Europe. Our assumption, therefore, is that Russia stood apart from the price revolution of Western Europe in the seventeenth century.
beyond the limits allowed by his evidence, concluding that there was a general increase in prices in sixteenth-century Russia analogous to the price revolution in the West. According to Mankov, the prices of agricultural commodities rose three to four times between the beginning and end of the century. 4 Paul Bushkovitch expressed the point of view that in Russia there were two price revolutions: one took place from 1550 to 1630, and the second revolution occurred in the eighteenth century. In his opinion, prices were three times higher in 1620 than in the last third of the sixteenth century. 5 According to Boris Mironov, the price revolution came to Russia in the eighteenth century, "Its hallmark was the escalation of prices, which (expressed in silver) rose five-fold". 6 However, he did not have exact data on seventeenth-century prices. We, therefore, can assume that the Russian price revolution came before the eighteenth century.
The present article is devoted to an examination of these problems. In order to do this the study will consider monastic account books (prihodno-raskhodnye knigi), which provide a great deal of information regarding prices. Significant work has been undertaken by researchers to release the monastic account books. 7 Nevertheless, in order construct price time series, we should examine archive sources. Attempting to construct price series, even one limited to this particular region, is not an easy exercise. This type of investigation faces many problems.
First of all, a researcher using the sampling method is obliged to check whether the resulting sample is random. We, therefore, needed to consider whether the data are normally distributed. We found (see figure 1 ) that the graphs of our data almost describe a bell curve: the distribution tends towards normal. (In this paper, we show only one example). Therefore, it can be concluded that the preserved data can be considered a random sample and can serve as the basis for identifying summary measures. Another conclusion is that there are close results of calculating a mean, median, or mode. To calculate average annual prices, we chose the mode, which is an observation in the data set that occurs most frequently.
Figure 1. Distribution of salt price data (kop./ pood): Vologda, 1671
Source: RGADA, f. 196, op.1, d. 189, Another problem is whether the data are reliable. We can verify this by comparing the data from the monastic account books with those from price lists (vedomosti), which, since the early eighteenth century, were produced by government officials. Using the price lists 8 , Mironov constructed time series on grain prices. 9 Unfortunately, he showed little interest in the source criticism. 10 As an example, we compared the price data for Moscow, St Petersburg, Vologda, and Bezhetsk. We found (see table 1) that there are little gaps in the data. It can be concluded that the independently created sources (the monastic account books and the price lists) agree on a particular point, enhancing their reliability. It must be added that the monastic account books, in contrast to the price lists, provide primary data, underlining their reliability.
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It should be noted that, the price lists of this era give the opportunity to use only an average between maximum and minimum prices (RGADA, f. 248, kn. 814). 9 Mironov, Klebnye tseny v Rossii za dva stoletiia. Let us turn to description of price movements. In our research, we focused mainly on salt prices. This choice stemmed from the fact that salt is known to have been one of the most important articles in Russian commerce, and especially in commerce of the Solovetsky Monastery and the Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery. In addition, most of the records from their account books concerned the salt prices.
As the data in table 2 demonstrate, the salt prices remained largely unchanged. The exceptions were the mid-1640s and the early 1660s, when the prices rose two to three times. We compared these data to Mankov's data and found out (see figure 2 ) that the salt prices remained largely unchanged for over a century. Our time series is limited to 1705, because later the salt prices were controlled by the government. As Arcadius Kahan put it, "the production of salt in Sources: RGADA, f. 196, op. 1, d. 93, l. 2-9, 13-22; d. 172, l. 5ob-7ob; d. 173, l. 4; d. 176, l. 8-9; d. 189, l. 1-3ob. f. 1187, op. 1, d. 992, l. 8ob; d. 1325, l. 14; d. 1388, l. 20ob; d. 1434 , l. 6ob. f. 1195 , op.1, d. 12, l. 2-9ob. f. 1196 , op.3, d. 78, l. 3ob-6ob. f. 1201 d. 49, l. 10-10ob, 23-25, 34-35, 46ob-52; d. 54, l. 6-10ob, 24ob-26ob, 42ob-46, 59-61, 78-81ob, 94ob-97, 104-111, 120ob-121ob; d. 51, l. 3ob-5ob; d. 58, l. 17-17ob, 33-35ob, 42-47ob, 63ob-65ob; d. 63, l. 4ob-7ob, 13ob-29ob, 39-40ob; d. 67, l. 5-13, 44-47; d. 71, l. 16; d. 154, l. 4ob-5ob, 46ob-47; d. 416, l. 10, 19ob; d. 519, l. 3-7, 50-56ob; d. 535, l. 8; d. 553, l. 4ob; d. 914, l. 4-39. f. 1441 , op. 1, d. 1433 d. 1438, l. 3-25; d. 1441, l. 2-26; d. 1470, l. 3-16; d.1455, l. 3-5ob; d. 1460, l. 8-18ob, 42-49; d. 1464, l. 
